
KM
Capitals
Private equity fund. 



Are you
looking for
financing?

KM Capitals offers a
unique and reliable way to
have access to capital and
finance Commercial or
Real Estate projects.



We offer 6% to 7% interests
rates to those that are looking
to finance their projects, No
personal collateral warranties
asked just with 20 %
downpayment.

Why financing with KM
Capitals is easier?



How can you
apply?



STEP 2
Perform the due diligence by KM  
Capitals legal and financial team.

STEP 1
Gather all information to meet
the requirements to start the
procedure.

STEP 3
 Upon approval, open a dual bank
account that includes the client
and KM capitals legal
representatives.

Procedure

STEP 4
Start collecting you financing
rates or returns, in the rentability
program case, after 60 to 90
banking days which will be
deposited in the bank account of
your choice.
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Rentability
program
Thanks to our partnership with a
private equity fund based in the
Americas, Europe, and Asia, KM
Capitals can make your capital grow
from 5% to 10% monthly. 



OUR MISSION
To help projects with social interest to

develop in an effective and accountable
way, to build infrastructure, and improve

the life quality to communities around
the world.



Commitment 1
KM Capitals will keep your assets in

primary banks using a dual safety
bank account to protect your capital.

Commintment 2
It is a priority that you will be able to be

updated about your initial capital
constantly.

KM Capitals
Laverage your capital



International
Network

Canada
Toronto / Montreal

USA
New york/ Delaware/

San Francisco

Europe
London/ Paris/ Stockolm/

Lintensteim/Berlin
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Asia
Hong Kong / Singapur/Mumbay



Who we are?
Km capital counts with a serious

and committed group of
professionals that will accelerate

every transaction, followed by
an effortless procedure.



CARLOS MEDINA 

General secretary

MARIA ANDREINA SEIDEL 

Operations Director 

Executive team

KEVEN BOISVERT

President

LUC LAINE

Financial senior advisor



 

www.km-capitals.com

info@km-capitals.com 
Mex: +52 984 2789428
Cad: + 1 514 210 3377

 

Contact us

KM Capitals corp.©


